The emergence of methyl-ammonium lead halide (MAPbX 3 ) perovskites motivates the identification of unique properties giving rise to exceptional bulk transport properties, and identifying future materials with similar properties. Here, we propose that this "defect tolerance" emerges from fundamental electronic structure properties, including the orbital character of the conduction and valence band extrema, the effective masses, and the static dielectric constant. We use MaterialsProject.org searches and detailed electronic-structure calculations to demonstrate these properties in other materials than MAPbX 3 . This framework of materials discovery may be applied more broadly, to accelerate discovery of new semiconductors based on emerging understanding of recent successes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many semiconductors have been studied over the last century for their possible use in photovoltaics (PVs), light-emitting diodes (LEDs), computing devices, sensors, and detectors. Of these, only a select few have achieved sufficient optoelectronic performance to transition into industrial manufacturing, and their identification and development has been slow and mostly empirical. Recently, high-throughput computation and a deeper understanding of the physics-based requirements for high performance have created the potential for an accelerated identification of functional materials with manufacturing potential.
For example, materials screening criteria have been proposed to better focus the search for novel candidate PV materials; they include the optical bandgap energy [1, 2] and abruptness of absorption onset, [3, 4] in addition to boundary conditions of elemental abundance [5] and manufacturing cost. [6, 7] However, many materials have met these criteria and yet have not achieved industrially relevant conversion efficiencies (in excess of 10-15%) due to low minority carrier lifetimes or diffusion lengths, e.g., in the case of Cu 2 ZnSn(S,Se) 4 , [8] SnS, [9] and others. [10] Meanwhile, PV devices have emerged based on methyl-ammonium lead iodide (MAPbI 3 ) and closely related halides (herein referred to as MAPbX 3 ). MAPbI 3 is a semiconductor which has demonstrated exceptional minority carrier lifetimes of 280 ns (in the mixed iodide-chloride composition) [11] and diffusion lengths up to 175 microns, [12] comparable to the best single-crystal semiconductors. This, in addition to meeting the criteria above, has resulted in a dramatic realization of photovoltaic conversion efficiencies up to 20.1% [13, 14] in 2015, from around <4% in 2009. [15] This paper examines whether the dramatic success of MAPbX 3 in PVs can be used as a basis to expand design criteria to identify new potential high-performance optoelectronic materials. One of the most compelling questions engendered by MAPbX 3 as an optoelectronic material is the degree to which it is unique, and whether its success can lead to the identification of materials with improved stability and lower toxicity, yet similar high performance. Clearly, as in previous design criteria the high optical absorption coefficient is important, but also essential are the long carrier diffusion lengths observed in MAPbX 3 , enabled by high minority-carrier lifetime (τ) and mobility (µ). [11, 16, 17] The importance of τ and µ for device performance has been established [18] for the most highly performing PV materials, including silicon, [19] cadmium telluride, [20, 21] copper indium gallium diselenide, [22] and gallium arsenide. [23] Oddly, these more direct transport parameters, τ and µ, are not traditionally considered essential screening criteria for novel candidate PV materials. This may be partially a consequence of the difficulty in measuring and/or calculating these parameters. The direct measurement of minority carrier τ and µ requires ultrafast electronic or optical sensors to capture transients, [24] [25] [26] [27] or strong steady-state signals, [28, 29] and must be performed with PV-device-relevant illumination conditions, electrical fields, and transport directions. Calculating τ and µ from first principles is even more challenging, given the lack of well established and high-throughput methods to directly calculate electron-phonon interactions and/or trap capture cross sections. While it is possible to obtain some information about carrier mobility from effective masses, and maximum radiative lifetime from the band structure, these are known to be insufficient and can be misleading when point and structural defects limit these transport properties. [18] In this paper, we use established recombination models to identify the underlying electronic structure parameters of MAPbX 3 that are likely to underpin the high experimentally observed τ and µ, including: dielectric constant, effective mass, band bonding character, and band dispersion (i.e., band extrema relative to vacancy levels). We illustrate how these parameters can be computationally accessible using established variants of density functional theory (DFT). By using the basic properties of MAPbX 3 to define a set of search criteria, we discuss the potential to identify other novel materials with "defect-tolerant" transport properties, starting with the database at MaterialsProject.org. [30] This may yield materials with similar performance, but enhanced stability and lower toxicity.
II. REDEFINING SEARCH CRITERIA FOR DEFECT-TOLERANT SEMICONDUCTORS
This section discusses the emerging explanations for high performance in MAPbI 3 and closely related materials, focusing on the unique aspects that make their performance exceptional: specifically their long non-radiative minority carrier lifetime, even in the presence of defects. A "defect tolerant" material is expected to either (a) form relatively few intrinsic or structural defects under high-throughput, low-temperature processing conditions, and/or more importantly (b) the extrinsic, intrinsic, or structural defects that do form have a very minimal effect on µ and τ. We discuss models of how a material may achieve this defect tolerance, and suggest by example that the underlying electronic structure properties may not be unique to MAPbX 3 , but rather be shared in a broader class of compounds.
II.A. EXPLANATIONS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE IN METHYLAMMONIUM LEAD IODIDE AND RELATED

MATERIALS
Many authors have proposed explanations for the success of MAPbX 3 as a photovoltaic material. These include its large absorption coefficient, long electron and hole diffusion lengths, low exciton binding energies, low effective masses and high mobilities, and the presence of only shallow defects in the bandgap. [11, 16, 17, 31, 32] The existence of only shallow defects, and the disperse valence band, have both been tied to the presence of filled Pb 6s orbitals, deriving from the partial oxidation of Pb relative to its Pb 4+ oxidation state. This orbital character has been identified by several authors, and explains both the shallow binding energy of defects and the atypical dependence of bandgap on strain or temperature in MAPbI 3 . [33] [34] [35] This model for explaining the defect-tolerance and shallow defects has direct analogy to those developed earlier for CuInSe 2 [36] and Cu 3 N, [37] where instead the Cu + cation contributes Cu 3d states to the valence band.
In addition, device-level observations support the claims that MAPbI 3 has excellent transport properties, including long carrier diffusion lengths significantly exceeding 1 micron, [11] and recently, up to 175 microns in single crystals. [12, 38] Low non-radiative minority carrier recombination rates are also supported by measurements of high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), [39] long carrier lifetimes, [40] and the high open-circuit voltage (V OC ) demonstrated by many devices. These properties are made more exceptional by the way in which MAPbI 3 is processed: low temperature solution processing results in equal or better performance to vacuum synthesis, which runs contrary to the higher purity, higher temperature, and more equipment-intensive fabrication strategies used to obtain high performance in conventional crystalline semiconductor materials.
We substantiate these earlier reports by applying density functional theory (DFT) to MAPbI 3 . In the model pioneered by Zhang, Lany, Zakutayev et al, [36, 37] defect tolerance emerges from having bonding orbitals at the conduction band minimum (CBM), and antibonding orbitals at the valence band maximum (VBM). This band structure is markedly different than that in most semiconductors, where the valence band is composed predominantly of bonding states, while the conduction band is composed of wavefunctions with dominant antibonding character. The defect tolerance that emerges from such an electronic structure is easily described using atomic vacancies as examples. Namely, if predominantly antibonding orbitals occur at the VBM and bonding at the CBM, the dangling (broken) bonds that are formed upon creating the vacancy (of any kind) will likely appear as resonances inside the bands, leaving the bandgap free of deep states that could act as carrier traps. As shown in Figure 1 for the valence band of MAPbI 3 , this is a consequence of the position of valence atomic orbitals relative to the bonding and antibonding bands formed due to interactions. Analogous arguments are also valid for other types of intrinsic defects, such as interstitials and/or antisites, as well as for structural defects such as grain boundaries, which consist of many dangling bonds. Extrinsic impurities could, however, still introduce deep traps inside the bandgap depending on the position of their atomic orbitals relative to the energy bands of the host material.
These situations, in particular the antibonding character of the VBM, can frequently be found in metal-nonmetal systems with partially oxidized cations such as binary group-III halides or group-IV chalcogenides in 1:1 stoichiometry (e.g. TlBr, SnTe). Due to the partial oxidation of Pb, the MAPbI 3 compound also exhibits similar electronic structure features. [41] As shown in Figure 1 , there are three types of interactions that contribute to the valence band in MAPbI 3 . The first results from the overlap of Pb(6p)-I(5p) atomic orbitals leading to the creation of the deeper portion of the valence band, which is predominantly of I(5p) character, and the bottom part of the conduction band, which is composed mostly of Pb(6p) atomic orbitals. This interaction is responsible for chemical bonding as it implies charge transfer from the Pb(6p) to the I(5p) orbitals. In addition, Pb(6s)-I(5p) interaction leads to the creation of two bands: a deeper valence band (bonding), and the antibonding maximum of the valence band. Finally, only one of the I(5p) orbitals is oriented along the Pb-I bond, which is a favorable direction to interact with Pb(6s) and Pb(6p). The other two, oriented orthogonally, can only interact with the 5p orbitals from other iodine atoms forming the middle of the valence band as shown in Fig. 1 . (1.85 eV computed using the many body GW method with spin-orbit included). The MA + cation does not introduce states at the band edge.
As a result of these interactions, the electronic bandgap is formed between the antibonding top of the valence band originating from the Pb(6s)-I(5p) interactions and the antibonding conduction band minimum resulting from the Pb(6p)-I(5p)
interactions. Bonding-type defect-tolerance arguments can therefore only be applied to the defects that would tend to create valence band-derived states such as cation (Pb or MA) vacancies. On the other hand, if anion (iodine) vacancies form, the resulting dangling bonds will appear as resonances inside the conduction band only if the bandwidth and the dispersion of the conduction band are such that the CBM falls well below the energy of the Pb(6p) atomic orbitals. In the case of Pb, contrary to Sn and Ge compounds for example, this condition is more likely due to relativistic [43] spin-orbit interaction effects that increase the width of the Pb(6p) conduction band by ~2 eV based on our calculations. Thus, the fact that vacancy-type defects in MAPbI 3 are resonant in the bands is attributed to: (a) the presence of antibonding orbitals within the valence band that push the VBM energy up, and (b) relativistic effects which push the CBM energy down.
In summary, an emerging conclusion from both experimental measurements and first principles calculations is that MAPbX 3 benefits from an inherently defect-tolerant electronic structure.
II.B. MODELING ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN THE PRESENCE OF DEFECTS
To provide physical context for the claims above, and to translate them into electronic structure design criteria, we focus on transport models in defective materials: in particular, models for defect-assisted µ and τ. These are semiconductor models (distinct from the Langevin recombination model, which is inappropriate for MAPbI 3 ). [40] Defect-limited, monomolecular, or trap-assisted non-radiative recombination, U SRH , is modeled by Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination statistics:
where n, p, and n i are the electron, hole, and intrinsic carrier concentrations, respectively. [44] The low-injection electron and hole lifetimes τ 0,e and τ 0,h , which we seek to maximize, are:
where N t is the trap density, σ t is the capture cross section for electrons or holes, and v th is the drift velocity of carriers. At low injection conditions, the hole and electron lifetimes tend toward ! = !,! and ! = !,! , respectively; at high injection conditions, both hole and electron lifetimes tend toward ! = ! = !,! + !,! . The terms n 1 and p 1 reflect the occupancy of trap states, where E t is the energy level of the trap state and E i the Fermi level in the intrinsic material (near mid-gap):
From this model, three conditions are necessary to limit SRH (trap-assisted) recombination: defect energy levels far from mid-gap, as these exponentially impact lifetime; low trap density N t ; and low capture cross-sections σ. Operating in highinjection conditions is helpful (where photogenerated carrier concentrations greatly exceed background doping densities), especially when strongly injection-dependent defects limit lifetime. E t and N t may be calculated from first principles, however this calculation is computationally expensive, so we seek more fundamental electronic properties accessible by high-throughput screening.
The first, and most important property is the relative static permittivity, or dielectric constant ε r . A higher dielectric constant indicates a greater ability to screen charge, and may arise from electronic or ionic contributions, as well as the methylammonium molecular dipoles in the lattice. [45] This screening means that the capture cross-section of a charged defect will be influenced by the dielectric constant.
Assuming a Coulombic model for capture cross section, a capture event will occur when the electrostatic potential energy from a charged defect exceeds the thermal energy, kT, which occurs at a specific radius, [46] therefore:
where q is the elementary charge, and ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity. MAPbI 3 has demonstrated a large static dielectric constant of 60-70 or higher, [16, 47, 48] due to electronic, ionic, and molecular dipole contributions from the organic cation. [49] This charge screening is very beneficial, given the inverse square dependence of carrier capture cross-section, and in turn recombination rate, on the dielectric constant.
In addition, for a simple "hydrogenic" defect under Effective Mass Theory, the energy level of the defect sits deeper in the gap for lower dielectric constants, [44] i.e. the binding energy of a donor relative to the conduction band, E C is:
where m * e is the effective mass of an electron, and ħ is the reduced Planck constant. Similar charge screening behavior has been used to explain the low binding energy of excitons in MAPbI 3 [45] and shallow effective mass-like states. [50] More important, however, is the energy level of non effective-mass like traps formed by vacancies and structural defects.
As discussed above, band structures containing antibonding orbitals in the VBM, bonding in the CBM, and/or high dispersion within a band can lead to shallower defects, as defect energy levels are resonant with the conduction or valence bands. A second model proposed to explain the lack of deep trap states is that MAPbI 3 is more ionic than other semiconductors, [50] resulting in shallower or fewer defect states associated with dangling bonds. Analogous arguments have been made to explain defect tolerance in GaN [51] and (Cd,Zn)Te. [52] The second critical transport property is the minority-carrier mobility, which is influenced by the effective masses of free carriers and by the frequency of scattering events. The lower the effective mass, or the more disperse the band edges, the higher the mobility. However, in typical polycrystalline materials at room temperature, the mobility will not reach this intrinsic limit due to several forms of scattering.
One way in which the mobility will be limited is by charged defect scattering, either at ionized impurities or grain boundaries. Again, a high dielectric constant reduces the spatial extent and the potential barrier of a charged defect, lowering its propensity to scatter free carriers. For ionized impurities, the mobility µ H,ii is given by:
where r H,ii is the Hall coefficient for ionized impurity scattering, Z is the charge on the ionized site, N t is the trap density, b = 24m * kT/ħ 2 β S 2 , and β S is the inverse screening length. [53] Thus, to reduce the impact of ionized impurities on mobility, it is again ideal to have a high dielectric constant, low effective mass, and low trap density. Grain boundary scattering is also reduced for larger dielectric constants, and when the defect levels associated with grain boundaries become shallower. [54] Alternatively, the mobility limit may come from phonon scattering. The phonon-limited mobility is generally smaller in softer materials, given their higher concentration of phonons at a given temperature -the bulk modulus, B, and phononlimited mobility µ ph are correlated, [55] where A 0 is a constant:
MAPbI 3 is a relatively soft material, with a bulk modulus predicted to be 22.2 GPa for the cubic phase. [56] This may explain why its mobility, measured around 10 cm 2 /V/s, [40] is not large relative to III-V and group IV semiconductors. Claims of "high" mobilities may be relative to dyes and organic absorber materials from which much of the perovskite PV work derived. Thus, similar to the absorption coefficient of MAPbI 3 , its mobility is necessary but insufficient to explain its high performance.
To compare these proposed performance criteria for PV, the ratio of the diffusion length to the absorption length in an absorber material must be maximized in order to produce high photocurrent in a PV device, as in this non-dimensional figure of merit [57] :
While historical PV screening approaches have focused on maximizing α; here instead we focus on τ. Given that the mobility and absorption coefficient are good, but not exceptional for MAPbI 3 , we suggest that it is the minority carrier lifetime of MAPbI 3 that is most strongly responsible for its exceptional performance.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that beyond point and structural defects, a disordered crystal structure can limit the conversion efficiency by introducing defect states near the band edges (Urbach tail). MAPbI 3 demonstrates a very small
Urbach tail energy. [58] This may be due to its low melting temperature, such that the material develops more crystalline order at lower processing temperatures (high homologous temperatures). [16] To review, we summarize the priorities for high-performance PV absorbers in Fig. 2 . While prior work has focused on screening for optical properties, we focus specifically on electronic structure properties that have a direct impact on transport, highlighted in bold. 
II.C. TOWARD IDEAL ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE: THE IMPORTANCE OF PARTIALLY OXIDIZED, HEAVY POST TRANSITION METALS
Materials that contain a lone 6s 2 or 5s 2 pair of electrons (that do not participate in bonding) have the potential to share the high dielectric constant, low effective masses, and VB antibonding character that lead to defect tolerant transport properties.
As a broad class, these are compounds formed from partially oxidized post-transition metals including In, Sn, Sb, Tl, Pb, and
Bi. In the case of MAPbI 3 , the partially oxidized Pb atom in its Pb 2+ charge state lends these beneficial properties -a large, polarizable cation leads to high Born effective charge and therefore large dielectric constants, [35] as well as a conduction band with greater bandwidth due to spin-orbit coupling, while filled 6s orbitals lead to a disperse valence band (low effective mass) [32] and antibonding orbital character in the valence band maximum. To identify promising materials in this class, we developed a script to search through all materials in the Materials Project.org (MP) database. [30] This is implemented using the Materials Project API and the pymatgen library, to access information on calculated crystal and electronic structure for all compounds in the database. [65] This search examines approximately 27,000 non-metallic inorganic compounds with full band structures calculated, and extracts information on crystallographic point group, stability, band structure, and in particular the fractional density of states by element and orbital.
To screen for the properties described above, we calculate the s-orbital fraction in the top 1 eV of the valence band density of states. This metric is a rough filter, and may mistakenly identify materials with band-inversion, as well as many metal hydrides and Au -compounds, wherein the anion species contributes a filled s orbital at the valence band edge. In Fig. 3 , we compare a random subset of the materials identified in this broad search, and note the stark differences in Lastly, we note that all of the materials identified in the MaterialsProject.org search are inorganic, and we recognize the important role that the asymmetric, molecular cations such as methylammonium play in achieving large dielectric constants in these materials. Converting the inorganic materials identified herein into hybrid organic-inorganic analogues could lead to improved defect tolerance, but the presence of MA or other molecular cations is not the most important criteria in achieving defect-tolerance. Thus, replacement of Pb in MAPbX 3 with transition metal cations may not yield high-performing semiconductors.
III. OUTLOOK: IDENTIFYING OTHER PROMISING MATERIALS CLASSES WITH EXCELLENT TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
By filtering the materials data drawn from the Materials Project database, we focus on several interesting classes that may share the beneficial properties identified above. Our search first identifies the class of halide perovskites (CsPbI 3 , CsSnI 3 , RbPbBr 3 , etc.); to our knowledge prior optoelectronic screening efforts have not identified these as promising materials.
In the list below, we exclude Pb 2+ and Tl + -containing compounds based on toxicity; there are many promising optoelectronic materials containing these atoms. Unfortunately, the beneficial properties of Pb 2+ and Tl + are also connected to their toxicity, as they mimic the large ionic sizes of Ca 2+ and K + in the human body. This excludes the binary lead and thallium halides and chalcogenides such as TlBr, as well as a number of ternary chalcohalides or chalcogenides such as TlBiS 2 .
In addition, this search is limited to materials existing in the MaterialsProject.org database. New materials may be discovered or designed using the present framework, for example the recently discovered Bi 2 FeCrO 6 perovskite, [69] which achieves an unusually small bandgap for a complex oxide ferroelectric and promising photovoltaic performance.
We compute the electronic structure from first principles for several classes of materials, which were identified through the broad computational survey. These classes are described below: 
2.) Binary halides, sulfides, and selenides stabilized in cubic structures like NaCl and CsCl:
Given the anisotropic transport properties that result from stereochemically active lone pairs in materials like SnS, more promising materials may result by stabilizing them in higher symmetry phases. Recently, it was demonstrated that SnS and SnSe may be stabilized in the NaCl structure by alloying with CaS. [71] Similarly, TlI may be stabilized in the CsCl phase by alloying, [72] suggesting a possible similar route with InI.
3.) Chalcohalides (BiOI, BiSI, BiSeI, SbSI, SbSeI, BiSBr, BiSeBr, etc.):
The ns 2 np 0 chalcohalides (V-VI-VII compounds) range over visible to UV bandgaps, [73] and many demonstrate ferroelectric behavior at lower temperatures as well. Both Sb-and Bi-containing varieties have demonstrated photoconductive or photovoltaic effects. [74] [75] [76] [77] SbSI and SbSeI have recently been identified for their potential applications as photoferroelectrics, [78] however those in the paraelectric phase may still demonstrate large Born effective charge, and a large static dielectric constant. analogous to the substitution explored in MAPbX 3 , [88, 89] to tune the bandgap or to form lower-dimensional structures.
4.) Ternary alkali chalcogenides (LiBiS
As an illustration, we perform first principles (DFT) calculations on some of the above-listed materials to probe whether these materials have low effective masses and high static dielectric constants, in addition to containing cation antibonding orbitals in the VB, and compare these results to those of MAPbI 3 . These DFT results are summarized in Table 1 , including the bandgap (E G ), relative valence band (E V ) and conduction band energies (E C ), effective masses m * for holes and electrons from the DOS, the band degeneracy at the CBM and VBM extrema, and the ionic dielectric constant. DFT calculations are performed with spin-orbit coupling; we compare the band extrema energies with and without spin-orbit coupling to demonstrate the relativistic effects. DFT is known to consistently under-predict the bandgap, thus, we do not present the electronic component of the dielectric constant. Instead, we present only the ionic dielectric constant computed from density functional perturbation theory. In addition, the band gap values, both the minimum and the direct gap, are given to provide an indication of the type of optical transition at the lowest energy gap. The larger the difference between the minimal and the direct gap, the weaker the absorption onset is. More information on these calculations is supplied in the methods section. It is important to draw attention to several conclusions from this table. Firstly, many of these materials are relatively ionic, like MAPbI 3 , making it difficult to achieve smaller bandgaps (note again that the bandgaps presented here are underestimated, and many will be >2 eV in reality). Secondly, anisotropic crystal structures with stereochemically active lone pairs often lead to higher hole effective masses. Thirdly, most of the materials presented here demonstrate large ionic dielectric constants, independent of whether they have a polar space group. It is clear that MAPbI 3 offers an unusual mix of ionicity, high dielectric constant, low effective masses, and a lower bandgap for PV; few semiconductors can claim excellent performance across all categories. and Sb compounds. This may suggest that the Bi-containing compounds are most suitable for achieving similarly shallow anion vacancy levels as in MAPbI 3 .
To illustrate the similarities in band-structure to MAPbI 3 , the band orbital diagrams and density of states are presented in Fig. 4 for a handful of materials. As anticipated, they all demonstrate the same cation antibonding s-orbital contributions at the valence band maximum.
VI. SUMMARY
In this perspective piece, we have proposed new search criteria for the discovery of semiconductors for optoelectronic applications. This strategy builds upon the recent success of methyl-ammonium lead iodide as a PV material, which achieves excellent device efficiencies in the presence of defects.
While calculating defect-limited minority carrier mobility and lifetime is challenging, we propose that more fundamental electronic structure properties are indicative of defect tolerance, demonstrated by models for defect-assisted recombination and scattering. These models are consistent with emerging experimental and theoretical observations of MAPbX 3 , as well as other semiconductor systems, which share defect tolerance. Most importantly, MAPbX 3 is not unique in these properties, and we identify a broad class of semiconductors containing partially oxidized cations, as well as several specific instances that may share these properties. To demonstrate this, we search through the MaterialsProject.org database of materials, and establish a set of criteria for future identification of promising defect-tolerant semiconductors.
Many fields would benefit from the development of semiconductors of a wide range of bandgaps that can achieve low non-radiative recombination rates and good transport -green LEDs, thin-film PV, and photodetectors, to name a few. We hope that this framework will provide a new direction for materials discovery in these fields, and in doing so, bring understudied semiconductors to the fore to help build the next generation of energy-generating, light-emitting, sensing, and computing devices.
METHODS
All density functional theory (DFT) and related calculations are performed using VASP computer code. [90] The GGA-PBE functional form of the exchange-correlation functional [91] has been employed in this work, together with the projectoraugmented wave (PAW) formalism. [92] Full atomic, volume and cell shape relaxations are performed at the GGA-PBE level using the numerical setup, including k-point sampling and various cutoffs, following Ref. [93] . For the various electronic structure properties reported in Table 1 , such as bandgaps, spin-orbit interaction contributions to band edges, DOS effective masses and band degeneracies; the denser k-point grid is used. For compatibility between different calculations, the number of k-points per atom was kept fixed at Natoms*Nkpts=6000, which leads to the convergence of relevant electronic structure properties. [55] The spin-orbit (SO) interaction is included at the level of first order perturbation to the DFT results. Ionic dielectric tensors are computed from the interatomic force constants obtained using density functional perturbation theory. [94] The dielectric constants reported in Table 1 are computed as one third of the trace (Tr(ε)/3) of the dielectric tensors.
